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Abstract: "Time is a pressing matter within hunter-gatherer studies. The emerging application of 

Bayesian modelling to scientific chronologies continues to reframe our understanding of hunter-

gatherer-fisher archaeology. These exciting developments provide the capacity to “break open” 

histories of individual hunter-gatherer sites and illuminate the character of human activity in striking 

chronological resolution. It is now not uncommon for archaeologists to speak of practices which 

persist at a generational or sub-generational timescale, when previously these would be defined at 

half-millenia. Alongside this, indigenous critiques of linear conceptions of time gather momentum, 

supported by broader movements aiming to unpick the colonial underpinnings of the knowledge 

archaeologists and anthropologists generate, including the concept of ‘prehistory’ itself. At the other 

end of the chronological continuum, anthropological approaches that record and analyse time 

allocated to specific activities within hunter-gatherer-fisher societies continue to play a foundational 

role. This immediacy complements the intimate chronologies produced by more forensic approaches 

to archaeological materials and technologies. 

  

This session will bring together varied perspectives on these ‘time dimensions’ within the ISHGR 

community, inviting contributions from archaeologists, anthropologists and community members 

who critically consider time, history and chronology within hunter-gatherer-fisher societies. It seeks 

to ask: 

How can we characterise the different ways in which time is measured and understood within studies 

of hunter-gatherer-fisher societies? 

How do these different approaches to these ‘time dimensions’ articulate in theory and practice? 

Is it possible or desirable to overcome the apparent divisions between our varying approaches to time 

within hunter-gatherer-fisher studies - and if so, to what ends?"     
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